CAMS Enterprise Update Release 14.2.0

Revision Date: 07/30/2012

This document describes the items that are being deployed in the 14.2.0 CAMS Enterprise Update Release. Enhancements, modifications, and system corrections are included and are categorized primarily by module. Those items needing CAMS Manager attention have been noted as such. For additional, detailed information and instructions on the functionality additions and changes, refer to the online help files located directly in the CAMS Enterprise application and/or the updated PDF manuals which can be downloaded from the CAMS Community Website. Note that portal updates are not automatically installed on your site and must be applied by your institution.

General

1. Enhanced the look and feel of the CAMS Enterprise Home Page. Functionality was added to allow Campus News and Alerts to be added to the Home Page as well as a live stream of updates from Three Rivers Systems Inc. Twitter feed.

   ***CAMS Manager Action Required
   CAMS Managers will need to give users that require it menu access to Tools >CAMS News Feed.

2. Security for Global searches has been enhanced by moving the Search CAMS functionality from the CAMS Enterprise Home page to the Tools module. CAMS Managers can now limit who has access to the Global Search function in CAMS.

   ***CAMS Manager Action Required
   CAMS Managers will need to give users that require it menu access to Tools >Global Search.

Admissions

1. The National ID field has been added to all Select Student and Select Prospect windows and selection forms.

2. When running reports in Admissions >Students >Report >BYOR the criteria displayed at the end of the report did not match the criteria that had been selected. This has been updated and the reports now display the proper criteria.

Registration

1. Previously if a student withdrew from a course that had mid-term grades previously submitted the mid-term grades were replaced with a “W” grade. This process has been enhanced and now retains the original mid-term grade and sets only the final grade to “W”.

2. Registration has been enhanced by adding a DL Orientation Course designation in Master Courses and a DL Course designation in Offering Maintenance. This can be utilized where an orientation course is required before registering for certain other courses. Courses marked as DL Courses cannot be registered from the Student Portal before the orientation course has been completed in a prior term.
Financial Aid

1. On the Financial Aid >Maintenance screen, as a default the Academic Year is set to All. However, upon opening a record to edit and saving it, the Academic Year filters to show only the Academic Year associated with that Financial Status record. Now, upon saving the Academic Year, the filter will return all values.

Development

1. Enhanced the Development module to allow the tracking of Wealth related data in CAMS Enterprise.